Recently we identified a new class of (super)conformally invariant theories which allow inflation even if the scalar potential is very steep in terms of the original conformal variables. Observational predictions of a broad class of such theories are nearly modelindependent. In this paper we consider generalized versions of these models where the inflaton has a non-minimal coupling to gravity with a negative parameter ξ different from its conformal value −1/6. We show that these models exhibit attractor behavior. With even a slight increase of |ξ| from |ξ| = 0, predictions of these models for n s and r rapidly converge to their universal model-independent values corresponding to conformal coupling ξ = −1/6. These values of n s and r practically coincide with the corresponding values in the limit ξ → −∞.
Introduction
In our recent papers [1] [2] [3] [4] we further developed a superconformal approach to the descriptions of the broad class of models favored by observational data from WMAP9 [5] and Planck2013 [6] . The superconformal approach to cosmology is based on our earlier papers with Kofman and Van Proeyen [7] and more recent ones with Ferrara, Marrani and Van Proeyen [8] . The superconformal approach to supergravity in the form employed in [7] is described in detail in the recent book by Freedman and Van Proeyen [9] , where one can find also the references to the original work.
The most surprising result of our recent investigation is the existence of a new universality class of models of chaotic (super)conformal inflation [3] . The new class of models found in [3] allows inflation even if the scalar potential is very steep in terms of the original conformal in the leading approximation in 1/N , where N is the number of e-folding of inflation. In [2, 3] we found that the model R+R 2 [10] also belongs to this broad universality class, which explains why it has the same observational predictions as many other models of this class. Yet another class of superconformal cosmological attractors with closely related predictions was recently found in [4] .
One may wonder whether these results may apply to the theories with non-minimal interaction of the scalar field to gravity described by the term ξ 2 φ 2 R with ξ < 0, for the case when ξ differs from the conformal coupling −1/2. Ideally, one may try to implement this program in the context of (super)conformal theories, as we did before, but in this paper we will limit ourselves to a simpler task: We will investigate generalized models with ξ < 0 directly in the Jordan and Einstein frame. We will show that the models belonging to this new class also exhibit attractor behavior. With even a slight increase of |ξ| from |ξ| = 0, predictions of these models for n s and r rapidly converge to their universal model-independent values (1.1) corresponding to conformal coupling ξ = −1/6 . Moreover, we will show that in the leading approximation in 1/N these values of n s and r coincide with the corresponding values in the limit ξ → −∞.
One should note, that there is another class of models which exhibit a similar behavior, and leads to similar predictions: the models with potentials λφ 4 of a scalar field coupled to gravity with ξ > 0 [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and their supersymmetric generalizations [1, 8, 16, 17] . The difference between these models with ξ > 0 and the models with ξ < 0 studied in our paper is that the predictions of our new class of models with ξ < 0 are stable with respect to very strong modifications of the theory in the Jordan frame.
In Section 2 we will describe the structure of the new class of models with spontaneously broken conformal symmetry, following [3] , and then in Section 2 we will extend our results for the general coupling ξ < 0.
Chaotic inflation from conformal theory: T-Model
In order to explain the basic idea of our approach, we will consider first a toy model with the following Lagrangian:
This theory is locally conformal invariant under the following transformations:
In addition, it has a global SO(1, 1) symmetry with respect to a boost between these two fields, preserving the value of χ 2 − φ 2 , which resembles Lorentz symmetry of special theory of relativity.
At the first glance, the physical interpretation of this theory may seem rather obscure.
However, we may use the gauge χ 2 − φ 2 = 6 and resolve this constraint in terms of the canonically normalized field ϕ: χ = √ 6 cosh
. Our action (2.1) becomes
Thus our original theory is equivalent to a theory of gravity, a free massless canonically normalized field ϕ, and a cosmological constant λ [3] .
The main reason for doing this exercise was to show that the somewhat unusual term (φ 2 − χ 2 ) 2 , or similar terms which will appear later in our paper, are essentially the placeholders to what will eventually look like a cosmological constant in the Einstein frame. The theories to be studied below are based on the idea that one can develop an interesting class of inflationary models by modifying this placeholder, i.e. by locally deforming the would-be cosmological constant. That is what we are going to do now.
Consider a class of models
where F is an arbitrary function of the ratio Using the gauge χ 2 − φ 2 = 6 immediately transforms the theory to the following equivalent form:
Note that asymptotically tanh ϕ → ±1 and therefore F (tanh
) → const, the system in large ϕ limit evolves asymptotically towards its critical point where the SO(1, 1) symmetry is restored.
It will be useful for us to consider an alternative derivation of the same result, using the gauge χ(x) = √ 6 instead of the gauge χ 2 − φ 2 = 6. The full Lagrangian in the Jordan frame becomes
Now one can represent the same theory in the Einstein frame, by changing the metric g J and φ to a conformally related metric g
and a canonically normalized field ϕ related to the field φ as follows:
In new variables, the Lagrangian, up to a total derivative, is given by
where the potential in the Einstein frame is
This brings the theory to the form (2.5).
We will start with a discussion of the simplest set of functions
This is a generalization of the standard approach to chaotic inflation, where we originally used the simplest choice of functions φ 2n [18] . Now we are making a similar choice, but in term of the homogeneous variables z = φ/χ, which preserve conformal invariance. In this case one finds
We called these models 'T-Models' because they originate from different powers of tanh(ϕ/ √ 6), and the potentials have the shape of the letter T, see Fig. 1 . Even though these potentials depend on n, observational predictions of these models do not depend on n. Its basic represen-
is the simplest version of the class of conformal chaotic inflation models proposed in [3] . Rather unexpectedly, inflation is possible in a very broad class of models of this type, with very different potentials F (φ/χ) including very steep potentials V (φ) in terms of the Jordan frame field variable φ. Moreover, almost all such models have nearly identical observational consequences, thus belonging to the same universality class [3] . This is very different from what one could expect on the basis of investigation of inflation in random potentials, see e.g. [19] .
To gain intuitive understanding of these features of the new class of models, following [3] , let us consider an arbitrary non-singular potential V (φ) = F φ/ √ 6 in terms of the Jordan frame variables, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2 , and then plot the same potential in terms of the canonically normalized field ϕ in the Einstein frame, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2 .
As we see, the potential looks extremely flat upon switching to the canonically normalized field ϕ, which exponentially stretches and flattens the potential close to the boundary of the moduli space, sending this boundary to infinity, in terms of the field ϕ. 1 Other ways of flattening of the inflaton potentials were proposed in [20] .
3 Models with arbitrary ξ < 0
Now we will consider a generalization of the Jordan frame representation of this class of models (2.6), by replacing the conformal coupling ξ = −1/6 in (2.6) by a general coupling ξ < 0: The full Lagrangian in the Jordan frame becomes
One can present the same theory in the Einstein frame, by changing the metric g J and φ to a conformally related metric g µν E = (1 − φ 2 /6) −1 g µν J and a new canonically normalized field ϕ related to the field φ as follows:
Just as before, in new variables, the Lagrangian in the Einstein frame is given by
The main difference is that now |ξ| φ(ϕ) somewhat differs from tanh(ϕ/ √ 6). This difference is illustrated by the following set of figures.
The first one, Fig. 3 , shows the potential V (ϕ) corresponding to the simplest function
The series of images shows V (ϕ) corresponding to a series of deferent parameters ξ, from 0 to −1/6. For very small |ξ|, inflation occurs as in the chaotic inflation theory φ 2 of the field φ minimally coupled to gravity. For larger |ξ|, inflation mostly occurs at the plateau of the potential V , and the results very rapidly approach the limiting form corresponding to ξ → −∞. This limit is almost reached when ξ becomes smaller than −10 −1 . The results of our investigation of inflationary predictions of these models are illustrated in What is the nature of this attractor behavior? Why did we found asymptotic saturation of observational predictions for |ξ| 10 −1 . We already found the same attractor behavior for Non-minimal coupling of the field φ can be ignored as long as ξφ 
The solution of this equation is
Thus potentials originating from the function F ( |ξ|φ) ∼ φ 2n lead to a family of inflationary potentials
As explained in [3] , all such potentials lead to the same observational predictions, which coincide with predictions in the first order in the inverse number of e-foldings 1/N with prediction of the large class of theories with conformal coupling ξ = −1/6.
Under certain conditions, inflation may occur in the regime 1 − ξφ 
Attractors and more attractors
This paper would be incomplete without mentioning another type of cosmological attractors which was found some time ago in a very similar context [21] . Let us look again at the Jordan frame theory (3.1), and instead of the last term consider the simplest Higgs potential
Then the Einstein frame potential as a function of φ for ξ < 0 will be
One can consider two limiting cases here. For v 1) . This result, which is valid for any of ξ < 0 in the limit when v 2 and 1/|ξ| nearly coincide, was obtained in [21] . In Figure 6 we present the results of [21] superposed with the Planck data. 
Conclusions
In this paper we described a new class of inflationary models which exhibits the same cosmological attractor mechanism as the broad class of models based on spontaneously broken conformal and superconformal invariance discovered in [3] . These developments are quite intriguing. As we see, these models share the same attractor point with the Higgs inflation models [11, 12, 14, 15] and their supersymmetric generalizations [1, 8, 16, 17] , with the theory R + R 2 [10] , and with a class of theories with ξ < 0 studied in [21] . From the purely theoretical perspective, one may recall that the discovery of the black hole attractor mechanism [23] was a starting point of a long series of fruitful investigations in supergravity and string theory. From the point of view of observational cosmology, these new developments make a strong case for the continuation of the hunt for the tensor modes all the way down to the level 3 × 10 −3 , as suggested by the predictions of this broad class of models.
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